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Schmidt faces
impeachment
hearing

University of Central Florida/Orlando

Tuesday March 20, 1990

by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

•
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•
•
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•

•

•

The student senate voted unanimously March 8 to
hold a formal impeachment hearing for student body
President Fred Schmidt.
At the hearing, Schmidt Vlill face a charge of
misfeasance filed against him by a group of students
March 1. They say Schmidt improperly represented
the student body when he called student government
Business Manager Mel Rogers "boy" Feb. 16. Rogers
is black .
"It is my recommendation that the senate vote yes
as to an investigation and eventual hearing," said
Sen. David Carls .
Carls, chairman of the Legislative, Judicial and
Rules Committee, said the committee voted unanimously to recommend a formal hearing for Schmidt.
"It needs to be taken very seriously," he said. "Both
sides must be heard."
Carls also attempted to postpone debate on the
hearing for two weeks. He srud spring break would
impede an investigation into the incident between
Schmidt and Rogers.
FETCH, FIDO
Sen. Ron Meaux agreed with Carls. "No work is Bob Gange Jr. spends his final day of spring break vacation playing fetch
going to get done over spring break," he said.
Sunday afternoon at the Lake Claire Recreation Area.
Sen. Jon Pohlers also spoke in favor of the motion.
"I think the news media has blown it way out of
proportion," he said.
Several senators spoke against Carls' motion.
Sen. Scott Bowen said he felt enough evidence
already existed, including the findings of the Affirmative Action investigation and written statements from Rogers and former senate secretary
gether many smaller plans and
Phyllis Taylor.
by Rick Baker
ideas for the development of
CENTRAL
FLORIDA
FUTURE
"I think spring break is a lame excuse," Bowen
UCF. It addresses such probsaid. "That's why there's a lead time of two to four
Jerry Osterhaus, director of lems as land usage, parking,
facilities planning, presented future buildings and environsee SENATE page 4
the master plan to the UCF fac- mental conditions .
Within 30 days, Osterhaus
ulty March 8.
The master plan brings to- will finalize the plan and send it

by Joelle Subourne
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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the stick with his dalmatian , Bogart,

Faculty views master plan

Officials want
land for housing

•

Jorge Alvare7JCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The administration is interested in land bordering
Alafaya Trail and McCollough Road for additional
student housing.
·
This 37 .5 acre L-shaped section ofland is north of
Lake Claire, and is not on the university property. It
is bordered by Alafaya to the west and McCollough to
the south.
"We could very well use this additional land, thinking in terms of future growth," John R. Bolte, vice
president for administration and finance, said.
The land is already scheduled for development by
Green Street Corporation of Maitland.
According to Howard Le~owitz, president of
Green Street Corporation, 14.2 acres of the land is
commercially zoned and is "currently in the process of
design for a 90,000 square foot shopping center."
The shopping center will be on the corner of
Alafaya and McCollough, and will have access to each
road, Lefkowitz said .
He said he expects groundbreaking for the shopping center to be in about 12to15 months.
The remaining 23.3 acres is zoned multi-family
(two bedroom, two bathroom homes) and is planned
for construction of about 13 units per acre, or around
290 units.
see LAND page 4

Mike Pohl/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Jerry Osterhaus, director of facilities planning, presents the campus
master plan to faculty and students on March 8.

to the Board of Regents for approval. UCF President Steven
Altman said, "If approved, this
[the master plan] becomes the
map for how we are going to
build and develop over the foreseeable future."
Osterhaus said, "Our campus
is a house half finished."
The master plan outlines.
growth that will give UCF a
more developed and more circular look, yet still keep a distinct
buffer between the academic
environment of the campus and
the commercial zones along
Alafaya Trail.
"In almost every month ofthis
term we have a ground breaking
ceremony for new facilities,"
Altman said.
Osterhaus said dredging for
the new sports arena has begun
and he expects completion of the
structure by February 1991.
Also, within a year and a half,
groundbreaking will have occurred for a new art complex, the
student union and ph~se A of
CEBAIII.
UCF plans to remodel many
buildings including Chemistry,
Administration, Howard Phillips Hall and Humanities and
Fine Arts.
The master plan also allows
for improvement in · parking.
According to Altman, this year's
budget requests 1. 7 million dollars for 2,000 additional parking
spaces.
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THE
TWENTY-SECOND STUDENT SENATE
REPORT
15th, 16th, and 17th Sessions
February 8, 15, and 22, 1990

"-:t,,,o(cc•'~~"'-

'

MEASURES VOTED ON -- 16th SESSION
BILLS

)'IEASURES VOTED ON •• 15th SESSION
BILLS
22-25 Changing Parliamentary Authority: This bill changes SG Staututes
to refer to Robert's Rules of Order as the official reference of parliamentary
procedure for Student Government purposes. Currently, The Sturgis Standard
Code of Parliamentary Procedure is used by SG; however, this publication is
no longer in print. Introduced by Sen. Carls. Passed by ACCLAMATION.
22-27 Funding for Spring Concert: This bill allocates_ $6000 to fund a Spring
Concert presented by the Popular Entertairunent Committee. Introduced by
Sen. Goigel. Passed by ACCLAMATION.
2:2-29 Funding for Alcohol Task Force: This bill allocates $500 for a drug/
alcohol awareness workshop open to all students to be held March 4, 1990.
Introduced by Pro Tern Thieler. Passed by ACCLAMATION.
RESOLUTIONS
22-11 Itemizing Activity and Service Fees: This resolutionrequests that the
Activity and Service Fee appear on students' tuition invoices. Currently, the fee
is included in the tuition but is not listed on the invioce as are the Health Fee and
the Athletic Fee. Introduced by Sen. Bowen. Passed by UNANIMOUS
CONSENT.
22-12 Recognizing State Nursing Students' Week: 1bis resolution recegnizesFebruary 26-March 3, 1990 as State Nursing Students' Week(withMarch
2 being State Nursing Students' Day) as proclaimed by the Florida Nursing
Students Associaation. Introduced by Sen. Curtis. Passed by UNANIMOUS
CONSENT.
MEASURES VOTED ON --17TH SESSION

BILLS
22-32 Funding for Mocktall Party: This bill allocated $150 to defray costs of
the Mocktail Party held on Feb. 21, 1990. This event was fu-...e and open to all
students. Introduced by Pro Tern Thieler. Passed by a vote of 23-YES, 2-NO.
22-33 Redefining Tangible Publicity-- Sec. 601 M: 1bis bill further clarified
the Election Statutes as to take some loop-holes out of the Election Statutes where
tangible publicity was concerned. Introduced by Sen. Bywater. Passed by ACCLAMATION.
22-34 Funding for Prism Concert: This bill was to allocate $3000 to provide
aconcertby thcContemporaryChristiangroupPrisrn. Introduced by Sen. Curtis.
Failed by a vote of 15-N0,5-YES, I-ABSTAIN.
22-37 Providing a Band for Drug Awareness Day: This bill allocates $300
to provide a band to promote National Drug Awareness Day to be held on March
7, 1990. This event will beheld on the green'and open to all students. Introduced
by Sen Dogoli and Bywater.
RESOLUTIONS
22-14 Best Wishes to Mildred Kennedy: 1bis resolution wishes Presidential
Secretary "Millie" Kennedy farewel, as she is retiring. Millie has been employed
in this position since UCFs birth and has assisted all past Presidents during their
terms. Introduced by Sen. Martin. Passed by UNANIMOUS CONSENT.

ARTS &SCIENCES
Coy Pitts

BUSINESS
Dianne Goigel
Tina Fuscaldo

OPEN SEAT

Monica Vondruska

Lisa Vega

Chris Vining
Ronald Meaux
Gary Marlar
Lisa Thieler
Joe Justin

Jason Laz.arus

22-26 Revising Chapter 603: This bill further clarifies the Election
Statutes to unify the eligibility requirements·with Title. It also provides
that all potential candidates/tickets receive copies of the Election Statutes,
Title X, and shall be informed of the Election Commission's office hours.
Introduced by Sen. Bowen. Passed by ACCLAMATION.
22-28 Funding for the Society of Civil Engineers: nus bill allocates
$325 to pay the registration costs for the Society of Civil Engineers to
compete in the American Society of Civil Engineers Southeast Regional
Conference to be held April 6-8, 1990 in Memphis, Tennessee. Last year's
team placed first out of all schools in Fla. and second regionally.
Introduced by Sen. Vondruska. Passed by ACCLAMATION.
22-31 Funding for Engineering Fair '90: nus bill allocates $425 to
provide a reusable banner and heavy-duty tables for the Engineering Fair
to be held on Feb.23, 1990. Introduced by Sen. Ross. Passed by
ACCLAMATION.
RESOLUTIONS
22-13 Congratulating the New Miss UCF: nus resolution extends
wann congratulations to Miss UCF 1990, Jenifer Okaty. Introduced by
Sen Hill. Passed by UNANIMOUS CONSENT.
22-15 Commending Phyllis Taylor on a Job Well Done: Th.is
resolution wishes Senate Secretary, Phyllis Taylor farewell as she has
resigned from her position. Introduced by Pro Tern 1bieler. Passed by
UNANIMOUS CONSENT.
MEASURES UNDER CONSIDERATION <BILLS>
22-39 Amending Title X: This bill revises the election starutes so as to
allow first semester students to run for SG President. Introduced by E&A.
Assigned to UR.
22-40 Funding UCF Robotics Club: This bill allocates $332 to defray
costs of the Fourth Annual S.A.E. WalkingMachineDecathelontobeheld
at UCF in April. Introduced by Sen. V ondruska. Assigned to OAF.
22-41 Funding for Recycling Project for Dorms: 1bis bill allocates
$235 .82 to provide garbage cans for the dorms so that an official recycling
program can be initiated. Introduced by Sen. Fuscaldo.Assigned to OAF.
SENATE COMMITTEES review and amend all legislation before ilis brought for
a hearing before the full Senate.
OAf
Organizations, Appropriations, and Finance: reviews all A&SF budgetary maners, the finance code, and any legislation requesting. Tues. at 4:00 pm
C&O
Clubs and Organizations: screens all clubs requesting funds for office
Wed. at 4:00 pm
supplies/advertising I conferen<".e registration.
WR
Legislative, Judicial, and Rules: reviews legislation to change LO
Constimtion, Stannes,or Rules and Procedures.
Wed. at 5:00 pm
SPR
SeJVices and Public Relations: reviews all non-funding legislation which
deals with issues which relate to the srudents of UCF.
Wed. at 7:00 pm
E&A
Elections and Appointments: reviews all SG appointments and makes
recommendations for chan2es to the Election Stalutes.
Tues. at 5:00 om

OPEN SEAT
MarkDogoli
David Carls
David Mann
Scott Bowen
JohnGrbac
Melissa Williamson
EDUCATION
Scott Rausch
Michelle Martin
Mary LaRue Bailey

OPEN SEAT
PatriciaPulgine
Chela Olivardia

OPEN SEAT
Kelly Hill
Stacey Jackson
Damon Mason
ENGlNEERING

Darryl Pales
Marcie Meszaros

OPEN SEAT
Tom Ross

OPEN SEAT

JonPohlers
Jeff Eberle

Lynora Curtis

OPEN SEAT

•

OPEN SEAT
OPEN SEAT

Stephen Bywater
HLTH, SCI,PR ST.

•

•

LIBERAL ST.

OPEN SEAT

Marc Melliza

Tish Millman

MAIN AT-LARGE
Paul Alphonse

S.ORLANDO
Tim Adams

DAYTONA
Paul Wheeler

BREVARD
Mark Mason

OPEN SEA TS AVAILABLE! STOP BY
SC154AND FILLOUT AN APPLICATION!

•
CONFIRMATIONS
Sam Bertizlian -- Elections Commisssion
Gary Marlar-Business Seat #6
Sandra Karr -- Elections Commission
Marc Melliza--Health, Sci, Prof. St #3
Patricia Pulgine -- Education Seat #5
STUDENTS - You are invited to attend all
senate.as well as committee meetings!
The Senate meets every Thursday at 4:00
pm in the Tropical Oasis.
Committees meet in SC 154 in the Swdent
Government offices at the times indicated to
the left.
If you have any questions or ideas, you're
welcome to bring them with you!
Any questions? Contact Lisa 1lrieler or
Chris Tootikiana.t x2191.

.
-

.
•
•

•

Congratulations•••

•
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Collese of Business
Monica Alberehine
Ted Boeert
Michael Brockmyer
Lisa Brumfield
Jennifer Chudoba
Christine Creear
Vicki lznaea
Joe Justin
Diane Lobasso
Dave Patton
Rob Shearer
Chris Uinine

Collese of Liberal Studies
Shawn Burke
Linda Fishkind
Sheldon Friedbere
Kira Green
~'\ Go"t.t
Marykaye Martell
Kim Rutledi!e
;
~ Larry Rumboueh
~
1 Will Shaffner
'1.
~'9/.
~,~
Kathy Wunder

"OO·
lo.

""' of cen''~

Collese of Arts & Sciences

Proeram Coordinator
Ellen Bolves

Graduate Assistant
Heidie Dort

Collese of Education
Mary Bailey
Shana Howard
Aneela Hyde
Robin McGariw
Dave RaPe

Collese of Health
Heidi Haise
Julie Kasch
Dash Wendrzyk

CarolYn Colleveccio
Denise Haverkos
James Hobart
Jason Lazarus
Heather Lewis
Jan Lloyd
Stacey McDonald
Kathleen McHueh
Stacia MurPhY
Stacy Poorbaueh
Theresa SPeake
Carole SPink
Cynthia Whitson
David Wrieht

•

•
•
•

Collese of Ensineerins
Joree Cadiz
Chris Crotzer
John DiSalvo
Dan Lucero
Dan McNeil
Chuck Wamsley
Tim Weston

•

•

,.
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ROTC students ·w on't
be affected by cuts
Programs shouldn't feel cutbacks in defense spending
by Joelle Subourne
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Most Air Force and Army ROTC
students will not feel the effects of the
current defense cutbacks.
However, graduating students
trying to get active duty, or high school
seniors trying to get into the programs
may be affected by the cutbacks.
The cutbacks have come about as a
result of recent events in Eastern Europe and in the Soviet Union.
"There is a perception, especially in
Congress, that we don't need as big a
defense," Capt. David Cannon, assistant professor of aerospace studies for
Air Force ROTC, said.
"I don't think the cutbacks will be
felt in a negative sense," Cannon said.
"The army is still encouraging students who think they have the potential and interest to be an army officer to
apply for the programs," said Maj. Sue
Hastings, chief of operations and mar-

keting for the 3rd Army ROTC region
at Fort Riley, Kansas. Florida is included in the third region.
No decisions have yet been made in
the Army ROTC programs concerning
the cutbacks.
"I can't say to students, 'Don't
worry,' but they should not worry based
on the cutbacks," Hastings said. "To
worry now is premature."
Eleven army ROTC programs have
been closed, but not because of the
cutbacks. Hastings explained that if a
program was not getting enough students and wasn't commissioning
enough second lieutenants [upon
graduation], the program had to be
closed.
These schools aren't closed immediately. They are watched over a period of
four years, and then the decision is
made to close the program.
Two army ROTC programs in Florsee ROTC CUTBACKS page 4

Assistant news editor Carte
wins editor in chief election
by Melissa Stoker
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

The Central Florida Future elected a
new editor in chief, Jamie Carte, who
will select new editors by the end of this
semester.
Elected on March 7, she will replace
Scott Horner, whose one-year term
ends at the end of the semester. Her
first issue will be published May 16.
As editor in chief, Carte will oversee
the business functions o( the newspaper as well as the editorial side. In
addition, she will coordinate the opinion section and write staff editorials.
Carte's first duty will be to hire new
staff members.
"My hardest task will be hiring new

editors to replace those who are graduating," Carte said.
Horner, who has worked with Carte
since August 1988, is confident the
paper will remain in good quaHty despite the turnover.
"Jamie is experienced with newspapers, she is motivnt ed and she works
well with people," Horner said.
A sophomore, Carte has worked at
The Future since August 1988. She was
a reporter for a year and covered the
administration beat for a semester.
She has been assistant news editor
since January, writing stories, coordinating 20 reporters and assisting the
editor in generating, assigning and

JOfge A1vareZ1CENTRAL FLO RIDA FUTURE

SHADOW DANCING
Palm trees in front of the physical plant cast shadows on the building during a
sunny winter afternoon. Spring offically begins today.

see FUTURE ELECTION page 6

SG leaders at FIU spend fees on privileges
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Student government officials at Florida International University are in hot water with students
because they spent $318 in student fees to b~y precious on-campus parking privileges for themselves.
Student Government Association President

•POETRY READING

"

•

Guggenheim Fellow Ron
Padgett, author, editor, translator and member of the New
York School of Poets, will read
from his work and discuss his
art at noon tomorrow in the
Regents Room of the Administration Building.
Padgett's poetry reflects a
subtle humor mixed with skillful wordplay and a childlike
fascination of the world. This
appearance, sponsored by the
UCF department of English, is
free and open to the public.
• THE WORLD GAME

The Campus Activities
Board will sponsor a program
to introduce The World Game
from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. tomorrow
in the student center auditorium.
The program will "1troduce
the social game about world

Manny Lamazares, Vice President Tom Jelke and
Comptroller Jose Delgado each used $106 from the
escrow account-which is used to fund student activities-to buy the parking spaces after the parking lot
they used to park their cars was closed.
Not even faculty can get the "classA" decals, which
grant the choice parking spaces to administrators.
"We work very hard for the students. We deserve

issues and conservation.
Many participants are
needed for the game. Students
must pre-register today. To
register call the student center
main desk at 275-2633.
For further information call
Scott Miller at 275-2749.
•SOCIAL WORK DAY

Anyone who works in the
social work field or any other
interested people are invited
to a seminar in honor of Social
Work Day.
The seminar will be held
from 9 a.m. to 1 :30 p.m. tomorrow at the Naval Training
Center Officer's Club.
Speakers include Dr. Kenneth Kazmerski, chairman of
the UCF department of social
work.
• EUROPEAN BUSINESS

Any interested business

students who would like to
spend one semester in Europe
and receive 12 semester hours
of course credit should sign up
now.
Although the program will
take place in the Netherlands,
all courses will be taught in
English and many business
courses will be offered.
For more information contact Dr. Thomas Martin, departmentof economics, at2815681.
• INCOME TAX HELP

Beta A1pha Ps~ and the
Student Accounting Society
will be offering income tax
advice between now and April
16 at the information booth in
CEBAII.
The booth will be open on
Mondays from 11 a.m. to 2
p.m., Tuesdaysfrom2p.m. to4
p.m., and Wednesdays from

the decals," Lamazares said.
Jelke, though, did have some qualms about using
student fees.
"Taking it out of our paycheck would have been
more acceptable," he said.
Most students agree with Jelke, saying the stu-

4:30 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Anyone needing help
should bring all proof of income, deductible expenses,
last year's tax return and this
year's tax return package.

see FIU SCANDAL page 4

lege grads, prompting former
students to follow the most
recent offer they get.
• BLASTING MANDELA

(CPS)-Jon Westling, acting
president of Boston University, chastised a subor..dinate
• GRADS HOLD JOBS
(CPS)-Today's college grad for citing South African dissiwill hold 10 to 12 jobs from the dent Nelson Mandela as a
moment he or she graduates worthy role model during an
early February speech to
until retirement.
In an article in the Journal eighth grade children.
"Nelson Mandela is not
of Career Planning and Employment, Dr. David L. Birch of someone who should be held
Massachusetts Institute of up as a heroic example of paTechnology and Cognetics, tient commitment to a good
Inc.; figures that, with Ameri- cause," Westling wrote to Dican firms scrounging to fill ana Law, superintendent of
labor shortages during the schools in Chelsea, Mass. BU
next decades, "college-edu- controls part of an experiment
cated employees will be able to to improve the school system.
Westling noted Mandela
just about name their own
"has advocated violence" and
employment terms."
As a result, companies will "sanctioned the murder of poreadily raid each other for co]- litical opponents."
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Veter inary school deans targets of animal rights groups
the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) and the
Animal Liberation Front (ALF) are involved.
The accusation angered the groups.
"This is ridiculous," said Carol Burnett, spokeswoman for both groups, based in Washington, D.C.
"There is no basis for this reaction. Whoever started
this pulled it out of thin air in an attempt to ruin our
credibility.

Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Someone may be out to kill college veterinary
school deans as a protest against laboratory research
on animals.
Law enforcement agencies issued a "security
alert" to vet school deans around the country the last
week of February, warning them they may be targets
of extremist animal rights groups. The alert triggered fear among those in the field, and angered "We abhor violence. Our movement is
animal rights groups.
The warning came weeks after the Feb. 8 ambush- all about saving animals, and human
murder of Hyram Kitchen, dean of the University of beings are animals."
Tennessee College of Veterinary Medicine.
- Carol Burnett
Although police have no motive for the murder,
animal rights spokesperson
they say they have received second- and third-hand
information that a radical underground animal
"People are trying to capitalize on Kitchen's murrights group killed Kitchen and plans to kill "one
dean a month for the next 12 months" to protest lab der, and that is horrible. We abhor violence. Our
experiments on animals.
movement is all about saving animals, and human
The alert, placed on the National Crime Informa- beings ar e animals," Burnett added.
Regardless of who is responsible, veterinary school
tion Center computer by Knoxville, Tenn., police,
says it's possible that splinter groups from People for deans are taking the alert very seriously. Security at

SENATE

was defeated. According t o SG
statutes, the impeachment
FROM PAGE 1
hearing must be held between
Thursday and April 5.
weeks.
Vice President Christine
"President Schmidt admit- Toutikian said she planned to
ted to saying it. The question set a date for the hearing
is, in what context did he use Monday, after determining
it?" Bowen added.
when the full senate would be
Sen. Paul Alphonse also available.
spoke against a delay. '"'We're
In other business, the sennot talking about the man ate:
Fred Schmidt, we're talking •Passed a bill giving Pi Sigma
about the man's actions," he Epsilon $1,140 to help pay for
said.
registration at the group's
Schmidt could not attend national convention and
the meeting because he has a awards competition, April 4-8
class at that time, according to in Dallas, Tex. rn:Eis a profesChief of Staff Jeff Laing.
sional business fraternity. The
The motion to delay the vote bill passed 23-3.

• Passed a bill changing the
eligibility requirements for SG
officers. The new wording allows any student in good academic standing to run for any
SG office. It passed 24-3.
•Unanimously passed a bill to
help the UCF Robotics Club
pay for hosting the annual
Society of Automotive Engineers Walking Machine Decathlon April 5-7. The bill
gives the club $372 to help pay
for materials for a scoreboard
and signs.
The decathlon will feature
robots from 11 schools, including UCF. According to the bill,
WMFE-TV plans to film the
competition.

LAND

forward discussion of a project,
we would consider it," he said,
adding he was not planning on
undertaking the project alone.
Although the university has
undeveloped land in the north
and northeast parts of campus, much of this will never be
used, prompting university
officials to look north to the
land on McCollough Road.

Bolte said since the land is
as multi-family houszoned
FROM PAGE 1
ing, it could be used for student
housing, such as married stuBolte said he hoped the dent housing. "Additional stuuniversity and Green Street dent housing is a major intercould agree on some type of est right now," he said.
project.
Lefkowitz said the plans for
"We might be able to col- his multi-family housing projlaborate and build something ect were not active.
for the university," Bolte said.
"If someone were to bring

"I feel that UCF's program has really prepared
me for camp," Michael Rowley, a student
FROM PAGE3
in his third year of the Air Force program, said.
"I am worried that the standards may be
ida, one at St Leo's College and one at Stetson higher, but I'm confident I'll do well at camp."
University, were closed.
No one has an obligation to the Air Force
High school seniors wishing to get into the until after this camp, Boksan added. At this
program will feel the effect of the cutbacks the time the students sign a contract after gradumost.
ation stating they are committed to duty for a
"We just won't have as many spots in the minimum of four years.
program," Cannon said.
Active duty personnel includes pilots, naviPeople already in the program won't be cut gators and missile launch officers.
back, Cannon added.
"There may be a few problems in getting the
Cannon explained that cadets go to a train- students active duty," Boksan said. "But we
ing camp, called Field Training Encampment, have a year to bring on active duty for students
between their sophomore and junior years of after they graduate."
college. Students are submitted for selection to
In the event that students don't get active
headquarters and if selected, are sent to camp. duty, they serve in the National Guard or the
At this camp, they go through additional train- Reserves.
ing and face possibly being cut from the proOfficials in UCF's Army ROTC program
gram.
were worried about the effect of cutbacks on the
"The standards at this point are already amount of active duty positions.
fairly high and the cutbacks may only slightly
Hastings ·said there is nothing in the
raise the standards," Cannon said.
student's contract that guarantees active duty.
"Camp is an opportunity for the Air Force to She added that students were selected for aclook at the cadet, and see if the cadet is Air Force tive duty by a board of officers that reviews
material, and for the cadet to take a good look at every student's file.
the Air Force and see if it's what they really
"If, in the future, they reduce our numbers,
want," said Terry Boksan, chief of media rela- we can only commission a small er percentage of
tions at Air Force ROTC headquarters, students, and the students with better potenMaxwell Air Force Base, Montgomery, Ala.
tial will get commissioned," Hastings said.

Texas A&M, Ohio State, Washington State and
North Carolina State universities, to name some, has
tightened.
Most will not elaborate on the security measures,
but Terry Curtin, dean of North Carolina State's
veterinary college acknowledged he is taking a different route to work each day.
'
At the University of Pennsylvania, where in January Prof. Adrian Morrison's offices were ransacked by
the local ALF group, security has increased some.
'"'We have done what would be reasonable in the
light ofthe rumors," said Edwin Andrews, dean of the
Veterinary School, declining to comment further.
Although Morrison has already been targeted by
animal rights activists, Andrews doesn't believe that
puts him in any more danger than a dean at any other
school. However, he admits to a certain element of
fear.
"Anybody in this situation would be concerned, "
he said.
Morrison supports researchers Edward Taub and
John Orem, who animal rights groups oppose. Taub
was once convicted of cruelty to animals, but his
conviction was overturned on a technicality.

•

•

•

Order your college ring NOW.

FROM PAGE 3

dent government shouldn't get
special treatment.
"SGA members get paid a

salary. Why should they get to
SGA funds to pay for their
de ca ls?"
asked
Silvia
Gonzalez . "I'm su r e th at
money could have been used
toward things that would really benefit students."
u~e

Separately, on-campus traffic issues also roiled Rutgers.
University, where students
and union employees promised to try to force top administrator s to give up their free
university cars.

...
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SOUTHWESTERN

Summer 1990 Internship Program
$1,774. 50 per month and 3 semester
hours credit

•

Information Meetings:
Monday, March 19th 12PM, 2PM, 4PM, 6PM
Tuesday, March 20th 12PM, 2PM, 4PM, 6PM

Holiday Inn University (across from UCF)
Casual Dress
All Majors
Minimum 2.5 GPA

•

••
SOUTH WESTERN

. (no phone calls accepted--must apply in person)

..
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GET YOUR SUMME.R TAN NOW!
Wolff System Tanning at

TAN-FASTIQ.U E TANNING SALON

"1·pBuy
•••·········
Visits :

1990

Where The Sun Always Shines!

5
Get 5 Free! •

•

$29.95 :

,,
~==•

•

I
I

Sign up a friend and get 2
visits free!

·-----------·

Tower Place, 10376 E. Colonial Dr., 282-6042

9{!Al.µ5 '13'YJGYCE M{'D C')'!J{TJ{f!Jl

Mon.-Fri. 8:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.,
Sat. 9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.Sun. Noon - 6:00 p.m.

Back-to-School Promotion
AT&T STUDENT
CAMPUS MANAGER
Sales-oriented student sought for
marketing/promotion position. Management responsibility for campus
group. Excellent pay and bonuses.
Flexible hours. All work is on campus.
Must be available full-time 1-2 weeks
prior to the start of classes. Oppartunity lo work as a Promotioos Representative on a project by project
basis.

AT&T ASSISTANT
STUDENT CAMPUS
MANAGER
Student with strong sales/leadership
ability needed for seven day program. Fall 1990. Must be availaple 1
week prior to lhc start of classes.

STUDENT
REPRESENTATIVE/
CAMPUS GROUP
Outgoing, sales-oriented groupf111dividuals needed to represent AT&T
products and services on campus.
Top pay and bonuses. Must be available 1 week prior to the start of
classes.

For more information, send resume
to: COi, AT&T Recruitment, 210West ·
Washington Square, 11th lbor, Philadelphia, PA 19106. or call (800) 5922121. Equal Oppty. Employer.

were majoring

in aspecial subject.
\Du.

Ger re dy to flyforonfr 118 ro11ndtnp-tw1ce. Choo t'fmm mmJ) ofthe
mure than 180 orthwest A1rli11t• nt1c•s in the ..J ccmug1t0u) Unitt•d t 11t·s.

You're part of a special group
of people.
So we've created special
privileges with you in mind.

•

D.,y or mght,
we're here co ttnswer
questions or
help yo1t in an
em agency.

Exclusive discounts, articles, profiles
... Amencan Express Card CONNECTION ts the
magazme designed especially for students.

·. Ifsomething you ;ust bought ts accidentally
· damaged, lost or stolen-no problem. just abot{t
: everything you buy wllh the Card is protected.

•

The tough assignments and long
nights of college will soon pay off.
In fact, they already ha e.
As a student with a bright
future, you're eligible for American
Express Cardmembership now.
You see, we believe in your potential.
That's why we've made it easier
for you to qualify for the Card on
your own, even if you don,t have a job.
And by becoming a Cardmember now, you can take advantage
of the exclusive Northwest student
travel privilege pictured here.
The fact is, we've added special
student benefits like these because
we're dedicated to serving our
Card members.
So apply now. About six weeks
after the Card arrives, you'll receive
your Northwest travel certificates~
Call today. We' re looking forward to welcoming one of our most
important Cardmembers. You .

Acceptance is
easier now, while
you're in school,
than it ever will be again.
To apply, all
you have to do is call.

Membership Has Its Privileges

APPLY NOW :

ll

~

TRAVEL .
REIATED

SERVICES

1-800-446-5389
.,

An American Express company

~

NORTHWEST
AIRLINES

*[f you are already a student American Express Ca.rd member an? have a question on this pr.ogram~ please send your writ.ten q';les.tion, a copy of your st~dent ID an? class schedule to: American Express., ~.O. Box 35029, Attn:

Student Marketing, Greensboro, NC 27425. Fare 1s for roundmp travel on Norrhwest A1rlmes. Tickets must be purchased w1th1n 24 hours after making reservations. Fares are non-refundable and no itinerary changes may
be made after purchase. Seats at this fare are limited and may not always be available when you call. Travel lnust originate by certificate expiration date and be completed within 60 days of that date. Travel may not be
available between cities to which Northwest does not have published routings. City fuel surcharges not included in fare from Boston ($2.50), Chicago ($5.00), Denver ($2.00) and Florida cities ($2.00). Certain blackout dates
and other restrictions may apply. For complete offer details, call l-800-446-5389. © 1990 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.
THE AMERICAN EXPRESS

CARD. FOR STUDENTS MORE THAN EVER.
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dents, one staff member and
the
business manager. HowFROM PAGE 1
ever, the business manager
position was vacant at the time
editing stories for The Future . of the election.
She worked at the Lake
Carte said the reason she
Mary High School monthly wanted the job is because she
paper as assistant editor in wants to be a reporter when
chief and feature editor for two she graduates.
Although Carte has already
years.
Carte feels her best quality been elected, President Steven
is her ability to communicate Altman must formally apwith people.
prove the selection. She will
"My .enthusiasm will carry serye a one-year term as editor
in chief.
the paper," she said.
Horner, a graphic design
The Board of Publications of
The Central Florida Future major, is graduating at the end
selected Carte. There are nor- of the semester.
mally nine members on the
Horner has also produced
BOP-two members who rep- the comic strip "Campus Lite"
resent the newspaper staff's for three years. His departure
final _vote, one journalism fac- will mean the end of the
ulty member, one business weekly comic strip featuring
faculty member, one profes- Flemmo the squirrel poking
sional journalist, two stu- fun at UCF issues.

FUTURE ELECTION

..

Proud{y Presents tfie :founding :Jatfiers of tfie
V.niversity of Centra{ J{orida (liapter

LG"!J '9/UJacurt!
~~VJ Joluasttnt

S '1T8' .UJ!fouur
Jos' .lA1/}o

•
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AMERICAN
ACADEMY OF
DRAMATIC
ARTS
Founded in 1884, the Academy has trainec:I more

1M~~,~ ·

professional actors than any other school or college
in America . Academy alumni have won nominations for
89 Oscars, 61 Tonys and 153 Emmys.

~tOY!Jil~

J011l ~ollhrs

One 8undred years
of training actors.

(jkWJJa~

The Academy offers a six-week summer progra m
and a two-year Associate Degre program. Yo u
may receive Academy training in New York or California.

~t!S~rs
!F~~ $tm11J.W$

Ftiran af111l1calm11 and {11rtlrrr i11fon11alim1 cnl/TI TE AMER ICAN ACADEMY F
DRAMATIC ARTS (112) 686-0620, 120 Madison Avenue, N •w York, NY 1 16
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BACK IN ACTION
MONDAY--All-U-Can Eat Snow Crab $10. 95
TUESDAY--lt's Wings From 5:00pm - Close!
MONDAY - FRIDAY HAPPY HOUR 11 am -:- 7:00pm
(Full Liquor Bar/Full Menu)
4270 East Aloma Avenue
Goldenrod Groves
657-5575
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OPE·N TO HOSPITALITY
MANAGEMENT MAJORS AND
ALL OTHER MAJORS
~·

;~~

\;:.

.

~

HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY

7

If you're not
recycling,
you're th rowing
it .all away.
A reminder from the Environmental Defense Fund
that If you're throwing away a lot more than just your
trash. You and your community can recycle.
Write the Environmental Defense Fund at: EDFRecycling, 257 Park Avenue South, New York, NY
10010, for a free brochure that will tell you everything
you need to know about recycling.

CAREER DAY

HOLIDAY INN INTERNATIONAL
•

ORLANDO AIRPORT

MARCH 26, 1990
HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY

both men :ind women .
What's more, your
ArtC,arved gold ring
is so superbly
crafted i1's protected
by a Full Ufc1ime
Warranty Now's the
time 10 buy your
college ring. Ask how

RECRUITERS
INTERNSHIPS
FULL & PART-TIME

you can save on gold
accessories, too.

CAREER DAY HOT LINE
(407) 363-5860

SPONSORED BY
CFH&MA AND UCFH&MA

JI RT (II ~ill

AFTER SPRING BREAK RING SALE
THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE MARCH 20-22 10:00AM-3:00PM $15.00
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only $8.99 OR nvo iarge cheese Domino s Pan Pi:~ for
onl> SS.DO morel (Tax not included' Coupon Necessary.
Offer good thru 4 15 /00.
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onloff~~;22o~•no· ~"""
Pantastic Duo
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Valoda1par1~1ingloca1onsonly No1valldw1lhanyotlleroller Prasmayvary CuslOmerpays

applicable sales tax. Delivery area Im led to ensa-e safe dnvmo Onvers carry less lhan S20
e19900om1nosPizza.lnc
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anl<<T~2~ ~O~lux<

Ju>< c.U ond
pco'5 °"'h"h
Pepperoni . Sausage. Green Peppers. Onions and Mushrooms
and you payonly$9.99! t Tax no1 included.)
Coupon Necessary.
OITer good thru 4 15/ 90.

I
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Vahd al par11cipaling loca110ns only No1 valld wi1h any other otter Pnces may vary Cus1omer DilVS
woeable sales lax. Oellvery area lmlled to ensiKe safedn1111JJ Dnvers !31)1 less than$20
©19900om1nosPizza.1nc
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IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA~
Serving Uni\·ersiry of
Central Florida:

896-3030
12213 Univcr:;n,· Bl\'d

Safety First!
Domino·s Piz:a® hires onlv
safe driYCrs. We check all '
driving records l:,..:forc
hiring

Oe1rverv area hmlled 1nen~ure salr driving Or1Vers canv lrss lhanS20 (£1 1990 Do1111nos P1ua Inc

I
I
I
I

just call and order ONE large ongmal cheese _pi::a and ONE
large ongmal pi;:za v.~th AVE dehc1ous toppings and you pay
only $14 .99 ! (Tax not included.) Coupon Necessary.
OITer good chru 4'15/ 90.

I
I
I

Valid at pan1c.pal1ng 1oca11ons only. Nol valld w1lh any 0111er otter Prices may vary Custorrer pays
appllcable sales lax Delivery area hmlled 10 ensure safe drMng Onve<S carry less tnan $20
© 1990 Domino s Pizza. Inc.
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sweatin' 2 Live's
latest Nasty LP
Why is the wack governor and the police
dissin' a purveyor of def jams like the fresh Luke
Skyywalker of 2 Live Crew?
Ifyou didn't understand that, then you probably wouldn't understand much of the street language in the controversial rap group The 2 Live
Crew's recent album As Nasty As They Wanna
Be.
But everybody should be able to understand
how fear over what is unknown or misunderstood could lead to censorship. The thought of
state and local governments entering into the
practice of censorship should make everybody
uncomfortable. Officials should slow down if not
cease and desist.
In a not -so-bold yet very political move (gubernatorial elections are just around the corner ), Gov. Bob Martinez asked a state prosecutor to deem the record as obscene, but the prosecutor said that was an issue which must be dealt
with on a local level.
Now, officials in Seminole, Broward, Lake,
Lee and Sarasota counties are looking into the
matter. As a result many of the record stores in
Florida have decided to stop selling the vulgar
vinyl. The ones that do sell it are carding purchasers to make sure they only sell it to adults.
The 2 Live Crew recently filed suit in federal
court in an attempt to stop arrests relating to
their album's sales.
Attempts at halting album sales are unnecessary, if not late. More than a million copies have
been sold of the platinum recording. In fact, 2
Live Crew is one of the few groups that makes it
their own responsibility to put labels on their
albums warning of explicit language. They also
went through the trouble of recording a sanitized version of the nasty album that could be
sold to minors.
If the album is found by local ruling to be
obscene these store owners could face heavy
fines and possible imprisonment for selling
obscene material and for racketeering. This
should not be so.
Granted, this is not dinner music. But then
neither are most rap songs, which tend to deal
with issues that other types of music leave alone
- sexual, racial and social issues that mainstream pop music couldn't nor shouldn't handle.
Yes, the language on this album is quite
frank, sexually graphic and sometimes very
raunchy but it is in no way legally obscene.

CentraIFloridaFbture
OIHOThoC.nnl Ft-FINrw

P.O. Boit 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
Business Office (407) 275-2601, News Office (401) 275-2865
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R. Scott Horner
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News Editor
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Confetti Editor
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Ad Production Manager
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Mandela leads ANC fight for freedom.
The African National Congress is a revolutionary
group representing the black majority, fighting
against the horrible injustices inflicted on their
people for 40 years by the all-white minority government.
In 1960 the ANC was a peaceful opposition group
led by Nelson Mandela. Then came Sharpeville.
That was the 1960 massacre of 69 unarmed demonstrators whom the South African government
opened fire on and killed for peacefully protesting
apartheid. This was not an isolated incident but
another among the string of atrocities committed by
the government since 1948.
The ANC then renounced their non-violent
commitment. Could anyone blame them? Does this
make them terrorists?
Are the Contras in Nicaragua terrorists, or the
rebels in Afghanistan? How many innocent civilians
have died as a result of their struggle against oppressive regimes in their nations?
Yes, Mandela stated that he supports the ANC's
policy of violence as long as the South African government continues its campaign of violence against the
nation's black majority, and continues to seek out and
kill exiled ANC leaders.
Mandela has also agreed to peaceful negotiations

with the government if they stop their campaign
against the ANC and has openly stated that he
envisions a South Africa where color is not seen, •
everyone enjoys equal rights and shares equal responsibility.
Is Mandela, recently released after 27 years of
•
W1just imprisonment, really a Communist?
Yes, he wants the land distributed to the rightful
owners who were stripped of it by apartheid. Is that
wrong? He also wants equal representation in parlia- ~
ment of all races and political parties, and he supports open trade and free enterprise.
We agree Communism will never be the answer to
South Africa's problems but neither is apartheid. We •
salute Mandela and all who fight to be free of white
supremacist policy and racism.
Tim Branson and Zewdu Beru
are graduate students

•

•

Editor:
I was thoroughly disgusted by
your article "Glory Holes" in the
Confetti section of the March 8 edition of The CentralFloridaFuture.
It is sad that such filth and corruption are going on among us, but
why must this newspaper draw
attention to it?
This newspaper should strive to
promote the honorable activities of
our society and not the dishonorable.
How about more articles on
some of the good research our faculty and graduate students are
doing in The Future?

argument does this mean the
white person must be racist? I
don't really think so.
Consider the situation where a
black person calls a white person
"son." Is this also a racist statement? !fit is, Mel Rogers may be as
guilty as Fred Schmidt.
The exchanged words were
probably meant only to insult the
other person and not to demean
the other's race.
I believe the fight against racism is a just cause, but I don't
want to incorrectly label anyone.
After all, being objective and fair is
among the first steps to counter
racism.

Scott VanDam
mechanical engineering

John Ruckart
industrial engineering

•DISGUSTED BY ARTICLE

•WATCH YOUR LABELS

•IS BOY DEROGATORY?

Editor:
If indeed Fred Schmidt is found
to be a racist, then by all means he
should be impeached. But from my
understanding of the situation I'm
not so sure we should be so quick to
act, based on this incident alone.
When a white person calls a
black person "boy" during a heated

Editor:
It seems a simple three-letter
word has caused quite a commotion here at UCF. Is the word ''boy"
considered racist by all black
males or just a certain few? It
seems to me that "boy" is used to
describe quite a number of black
males.

In The Palace in East Lansing, •
Mich., there is a banner that refers
to the Detroit Pistons as Bad Boys.
How could Isaiah and the rest of ..
the gang play in such a racially
tainted building?
Professional baseball players
are often referred to as the boys of ..
summer. If Bo only knew how
derogatory the word boy really
was .
•
Jason Back
accounting

..

• DON'T TRUST ISRAEL

Editor:
How much can the U.S. trust ,.
Israel?
Israel had been requesting to
purchase a multi-purpose supercomputer which would allow Is- •
rael to accelerate its nuclear
weapons and missile programs.
But Israel refused to sign the •
international Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, which aims at
halting the spread of nuclear
•
arms.
Last October NBC News resee LETTERS page 9 ..
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FROM PAGE 8
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vealed that Israel has been providing South
Africa with nuclear technology, calling the exchange "a full blown partnership to produpe a
nuclear-tipped missile for South Africa." It was
confirmed that Israel assisted South Africa in
developing a long-range ballistic missile.
South Africa did not sign the international
Nuclear Non-Proliferation treaty.
The U.S. has made its policy clear concerning the South Africa and then uclear issues. But
Israel has chosen to do otherwise.
According to past events, Israel has demonstrated its refusal to cooperate with the U.S.
The U.S. should not blindly extend its taxpayer
money and its technology to a country that
knowingly violates the U.S.'s principles.

George A. Kishek
computer science
SE.CRETLY
SICk OF

• A S.A.D.D. MISCONCEPTION

Editor:
As president of the Students Against Driving Drunk organization on campus, I have come
to discover some common misconceptions students have of S.A.D .D. One major misunderstanding is that students believe S.A.D.D.
members are advocates of prohibition. Students must realize that our name is Students
Against Driving Drunk, not Students Against
Drinking.
Our goal is not to monitor whether your
drink or not, or how many drinks you have; that
is your job as an individual and an adult.
SAD.D.'s goal is to encourage you not to get
behind th e wh eel once you have started drinking or ride with someone who has. None of our
members can say that they have never partied,
but we make sure that our good time doesn't
end with an alcohol related accident.
All you have to be is a person who is concerned for the people who die every twenty-two
minutes in an alcohol related accident, and are
willing to help prevent such carelessness.

•

Patty Clarke

psychology
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It could happen to you.
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Sofa & chair $150, Dining chairs set of 6-$45,
3 sofa chairs $25 each, compact fridge $50 call
699-9739.

'

Klngsize waterbed w/pedestal $200-lncludes
delivery and setup call David at 282-1603
Delta Sigma Pi
Welcome back! Tomorrow we have Susan
Hollingsworth, IBM Marketing Rep. Channel
24 was a big success ...over $7,000 was
raised . Cowabunga!!
Phi Delta Theta
The Hi-Phildelity party was a blast I Thanks for
the decorations on the fence, II«ll l Definitely
adds a touch of dass ! Hey, Sean, great dancing out there, but in the end you paid for it!

Non-smoking, responsible female for 312
duplex. Private master bedroom & bath. Furnished home (not bedroom). Washer/dryer.
No pets or kids (have one cat) . Quiet street.
Two miles to UCF, near Dean & Buck. No
lease. $275mo+1 /2 util. $200 deposit. Leave
message at 422-3343.
Roommate needed M/F nonsmoker 2Br/
2bath. Rent plus 1/2Utl.20minutesfrom UCF
CALL 671-1153 aft/eves.
YOUNG COUPLE with home 3.5 miles from
UCF wanting to rent bedroom, bath, loft to
student. Nonsmoker $300 + 113 utilities. Call
366-4621

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF campus.
All student documents. Same day service
available. IBM/AT, WORD PERFECT 5.0
IBM letter quality/Laser printing.

Me? Shine Shoes?
Women Preferred

Ear~ up to $100 + per shift. Professional training provided. Tuxedo uniforms. Days/Nights.
Full/Parttime. Church Street Station and other
exclusive locations. ShoeShine Company of
America since 1978 call Larry or Sonja 671 1482.

*

*

Fast
Professional Accurate
WORDMASTERS 2n-96oo
KCO Inc WP & DP $1 .25/2.50 678-6735

Acctng major, Entry level, Mtlnd Ctr CPA Firm
no exp necessary $4/hr
Nancy 660-5800
SEIZED CARS, trucks, 4wheelers, TV's, stereos, furniture, computers by DEA, FBI, IRS
and US customs . Available your area now.
Call 1-805-682-7555 Ext. C-1759.
(call 7 days a week)
1982 Honda Civic FE Hatchback. New ti res &
brakes. Please call 671 -7942

Complete typing/WP services fast. AES, 2431
Aloma #211 671.-4414.

Super Income! Be your own bossl If you are
motivated, persistent, and want to earn fantastic income call (407) 886-5969

Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.

Tim Webber Catering/Bartending
We are hiring... We will train
Learn to Bartend - Work Part-time
Phone 645-2754

EXCELLENT WORDPROCESSING 8597168
RESUMES TYPESET-$12.50 per page
FREE Spelling/Grammar check
Quick Turnaround, Personal Service
Characters Typesetting-657-8830

RESEARCH ASSISTANTS-Part Time.
Coleman R~search anticipates a requirement
for graduate and undergraduate students to
assist in research relating to Navy Training
Systems dun=ring the next academic year.
For information contact Jim Thomas at 3523700. EOE M/F/HN

Racquetball Club
Interested in Racquetball? Join the UCF
Racquetball Club. A great way to have fun,
stay in shape, and meet other players. All level
of players welcome. Call 678-1848.

•

1 or 2 Bdrm Apt, walk $285. 851-7235.
Fellowship of Christian Athletes
FROLICICRAZY!AWESOMEIThesearejust
a few of the ways to describe FCA. Come
check it out each Thursday at 8:15pm in the
Wayne Densch Sports Center Building 2. Be
There!
A social/peer support group for gay/lesbian
students meets weekly. For more information
contact Lance 380-2835.

Apt. in Oviedo/UCF area. 2bed/2bath central
heat & air, all appl. incl. Ideal for sharing $450/
mo. 657-4936
University area brand new 1 bdrm/full bath
$325 mo Females only please 657-0290 or
657- 2409

Earn 20% on everything you sell I
Flexible hours on campus. If you're hungry for
money, We Need You I Call The Central Aorida Future and ask for Cindy or Donna 2752601

*Sherwood Forest*
312 and 212 available for immediate occupancy. Call OMV Properties Inc. 657-1967

WIN A HAWAllN VACATION OR BIG
SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO
$1,400 IN JUST 10 DAYS!!!
Qbjeclive: Fundraiser
Qommitment Minimal
Money: Raise $1,400
Qost Zero investment
Campus organizations, clubs,
frats, sororities call OCMC:
1 (800)932-0578112(800)950-8472, ext 1o
Indian Students Association
First Semester Picnic
Lots of food and fun - Volleyball
and soccer. The piaiic will be at Blanchard
Park off of Dean Rd. on Saturday, March 24
start off at 12noon. We are also getting TshirtS printed up with our brand new iogoll
They will be only $7, check them out!! For
more information: call Sumesh at678-5887 or
XS650 or JAMES at 281-0389

National marketing firm seeks mature student
to manage on-campus promotions for top
companies this school year. Flexible hours
with earning potential to $2500 per semester.
Must be organized, hardworking, and moneymotivated. Call Jeanine or Lisa at (800) 5922121.

REPOSSESSED VA & HUD HOMES available from government from $1 without etedit
check. You repair.Also taxdelinquentforedosures CALL 1-805-682-7555 Ext. H2124 for
repo list your area.
(call 7 days a week)
MATTENTION" - GOVERNMENT HOMES
from $1 (U repair) Delinquent tax property.
Repossessions. Call 1-602-838-8885 Ext
GH5780

JOIN THE CREW I
Calico Jacks is nC1N hiring fun and energebc
servers for the Altamonte Springs and S.
Orlando locations. Part time available and
flexible hours. Cail Bob or John for an appt@
767-2529 Remember nobody but nobody
parues like Calico Jacks I
ATTENTION - HIRING! Government jobs your area. $17,840- $69 ,485. Call 1-602-8388885. Ext R5780

•
NEED HELP WITH MATH OR STATISTICS?
FOR TUTORING, CALL 277-2839.

"ATTENTION: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKSr $32,000/year income potential.
Details. (1)602-838-8885 Ext. BK 5780

Lotus/Finance tutor-very reasonable rates .
BS Rn/MBA. Call John 273-9538

Dental Recep Afternoons & Sats
Goldenrod Office 677-8888

VISA OR MASTERCARD! Even if bankrupt or
bad creditl We guaranree you a card or~
your money back.
Call 1-805-682-7555 EXT M-1 280
(call 7 days a week)

Research papers, 18,278 available! Catalog
2.00 Research, 11322 Idaho, #206XT Los
Angeles 90025. Toll tree (800) 351-0222, ext.
33 Visa/Mastercard or COD

c

(

CRUISESHIPS NOW HIRING for spnng,
Chnstmas and next summer breaks Many
posi!IOns. Cali 1-805-682-7555 Ext S-1153
(call 7 days a week)

~~~~~

~~-'-~~~-

* H HE SOUTHWESTERN COMPANY**
SUMMER INTERNSHIP. $1,n4 monthplus3
sem hrs. credit. Info mtgs 3119 and 3120 .
HOLIDAY INN UNIVERSITY
TIMES: 12pm, 2pm, 4 pm, 6 pm

GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1
(U repair). Delinquent tax property.
Repossessions. Call (1) 805-687-6000
Ext. GH-4628 for current repo list.

"AIRLINES NOW HIRING! FLIGHT ATTENDANTS, MANY OTHER POSITIONS!"
$17,500-$58,240 Call (1)602-838-8885 Ext.
X-5780

EXCELLENT WORD PROCESSING 3660538.

I

BARB I, I miss you and I'm sorry for everything.
Lets meet at the SAC and watch the Star
Search comedian tonight at 9.
Love,
BRETT
P.S. your ran lines look great!

(
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Insertion Dates:
D GREEK CORNER
D CLUB INFO
D ROOMATES

D FOR SALE
D AUTOS
D HELP WANTED

D SERVICES
D TYPISTS

D TUTORS
D OTHER
D LONELY • 's
D PERSONALS

D LOST & FOUND
D CAR POOL
D WANTED
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•

DYNAMICS OR
THE.A MO-DYNAMICS
ANXIETY?

•

..

Problem-solving seminars and
Test-Prep seminars are still
available .

•

ENSYS CORPORATION

•

and 8-6 before coming back to
win.
FROM PAG E 12
"I'm real proud of our team,"
Bergman said. "Earlier in the
Chad Mottola, Marc LeQlerc year, it could have gotten away
and Damian Torino had two from us. This was a game we
had to win with the· bats, and
apiece.
LeClerc, after striking out we did."
The Knights rallied to dehis first two times up, had four
RBI's and twice drove in the feat Illinois at Chicago with six
tying runs. UCF was down 6-1 runs in the seventh inning in

BASEBALL

Please·
Give.

ENSYS SEMINAR
RATES FOR UCF
STUDENTS

•GOLF PRO AM

•••••

•••••

UCF Team Dentist

route to a 8-5 victory. After a
slow start, UCF's record now
stands at 15-10.
Baseball Notes: Injuries and
defections have depleted
UCFs middle infield depth.
Jeff Lane and Stanley Palm
quit the team earlier in the
year.
Chlp Hummell injured a
knee and is out indefinitely.

• ORLANDO MAGIC

A Pro-Am Golf tournament
Lakeview 436 Office Park
Disaster victims have
will be part of be part of the
1155 S. Semoran Blvd.
lived through an ordeal.
1990 Prudential-Bache SecuSuite 1141
They need your help.
rities Tennis Classic. The tour• Valid UCF ID
Winter Park /
With your support, the
nament will be held at the
required.
Red Cross can aid
Heathrow Country Club and
• Current enrollment
(407) 657-6788
· will be in a scramble format.
victims by helping them
(407) 657-6789
required.
Tickets for the Pro Am Golf
to purchase vital items.
Tourney are $150 for singles.
Regular
student rate:
(407) 65 7 -5364
Help us help others.
The fee includes a continen$5. 00 per hour
Send your contribution
tal
breakfast, round of golf and
Promotional rate: as low
to your chapter of the
lunch.
All proceeds will benefit
as $2.85 per hour
American Red Cross
"Snow Babies," a non-profit
(effective Spring 90)
today.
organization for children born
addicted to cocaine.
=======.:.:..:...:..:....:....:.:.:.::.:..:.=:.::..:::.===========================:....i..:=====================~I For tickets to the Pro Am
and the rest of the tournament, call 1-800 PRO SERV.

•

11

The Orlando Magic play the
Dallas Mavericks Thursday at
7 :30 p. m. The Magic face the
Milwaukee Bucks March 24 at
7:30 p.m. Tickets for each
game are $1 7.
• ORLANDO LIONS

The Orlando Lions of the
American Soccer League begin
the 1990 season April 21. It is
the Lions' third season in the
league. Season tickets for the
Lions' games are $50. The
Lions play 10 home games.
Group rates are available.
Individual game tickets are $6
in advance or at the gate.

Our UCF Good Knight Offer! $25 Check-up Includes:

•

• Initial Exam
• Bitewing X-Rays • Consultation
•Offer good with valid UCF 1.0. only
·Expires 3/30/90
• Good on initial visit only

•

282-2101

•

• The pWc:nt &nd aay other pcnoo
for paymcn1 bu a rip IO
m!WIO IO pay, cancel paymcnl, or be
ro lmburscd for pa ym.cat far Ill)' olhct

~poruiblc

11776 E. Hwy 50
Orlando, FL 32817

tcrVico cxatnlnal.lon, or ltcatmcrU
wh"b la pctfanncd u a reauh oC and
wilhln 72 bwn of l'O~l IO !he
advc.rtixmcm for C.rcc 1C1V ice,
C>Xamhwla:i or ltc&tmcnl.

Corner of Hwy 50 & Alafaya Tr.

-<

If this young pup
- can outlive diabetes,

•

rr----------- ---,i
I COUPON
LARGE 14"

.

I
CHEESE PIZZA
I
9
I * Not valid with other offers ONLY ~~ •~
I
~------ Kehey·~ ---- -~

•

COUPON

I
:

ANY 12" HOT
GRINDER

' Not valid with other offers

"s,;,,. ~r;:,

o~ I
:

Kelsey's

~OUPON--LARG~4.. -----~

I
I
I
•

•

Those of you who are
savouring a HOT
oven Pizza made with
fresh dough, bountiful salads with
mounds of meats,
cheeses, and vegetables or one of our
authentic Italian
Pastas topped with a
zesty meat sauce...
PICK UP THE PHONE
NOW

····~ · -.

\

AND DIAL

:£~:·~~· 282-0505
~~~

.- YOUR LINE
TO QUALITY!

I
I
I

~~

PIZZA W/ANY ONE ITEM

~'O·

" Not valid with other offers

Kelsey's

~OUPON-TWOFOR------~
I

I
I

L

I

Get 2 10" Pizzas with
any 2 Toppings For Only

~'\0~9 I

I

•Not valid with other offers

Kelsey's
_J
lcOUPON - DINNERFOR TWO- - ~91
I
ONLY
~1· I
2 Spaghetti Dinners w/salad

1

•Not valid with
~~ ~e~ _ _

1

!COUPON

I
I
I

~ Garll:_Bread _

1
1

Kelsey'~

I

FAMILY FEAST
Greek for 1
Large 1 item Pizza
6 Pack Soft Drink

tr_:\'\ ~9
";J1

II
I

~;~;~~id ~;~;~~;1ANFEAS;e•se!4

I
I *Not valid
I with other

Meatless Greek or Chef For 1
99
Lg. VefJetarian Pizza ~\'b·
6 Pack Soft Drink
,

I
I
I

so can this one.
It was here in 1984 that the world first learned it was
possible to reverse di(!betes in dogs.
It was here in 1985 that the most successful implantation
of insulin-producing cells in a human being was
performed, bringing new hope to millions of families
around the world.
And it is here that we are creating what the world has
needed for so long. One state-of-the-art facility where the
best medical minds and most advanced technology can be
brought together from around the globe to work together
on a scope and at a pace not possible before.
And together, with the support of people like you, help
to find a permanent cure for diabetes.
Not just for man's best friend .
But for this young pup, too.

Join Us Ort Our Mission.
Together, We Can Outlive Diabetes.
Diabetes Research Institute
University of Miami School of Medicine
8600 N.W. 53rd Terrace, Suite #202
Miami, Florida 33166 Toll Free 1-800-321-3437

Driving a lemon of a
car? Let us sell it for

~·"-----------~bey~
COUPON LARGE FOR SMALL

:

Buy 14" Pizza
:
I
For Pri~e of 1O"
I
L_·N~~~~~~~---Kelsey'~

Advertise today in
The Future Classifieds.·

'

S
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··Men's golf team .wins Spring Classic
I

The victory should go a long .way in
helping the team gain a post-season
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
berth for the second consecutive year.
Cliff Kresge and Kevin Altenhof
"If this doesn't give us a little nafinished first and second, respectively, tional recognition, nothing will,"
and led the UCF men's golf team to the Wilson said.
team championship in the 1Oth UCF/
''This is by far the strongest' field. It
Budget Spring Classic at the Rio Pinar grows each year in stature and quality."
Country Club March 12-13.
Mer the two rounds played on the
The field, the strongest ever in the
tournament's history, consisted of six first day, UCF led North Carolina by 11
of the top 20 teams in the nation includ- strokes and Arizona by 12.
ing defending champion Arizona and
The Wildcats shot one-over-par in
defending national champion Okla- the first round and led the Knights by
homa.
four shots. But they shot 14-over-par in
In addition to UCF, three teams the second round to drop to third.
from Florida-Florida State, Florida
"I think it was good for their proSouthern and South Florida-com- gram to win at home/' Arizona Coach
peted in the two-day tournament.
Rick LaRose said. "It was a good win
Although the Knights previously and it wasn't a fluke."
won the tournament in 1985 and 1988,
UCF's lead proved to be insurCoach · Dale Wilson said this year's mountable.
championship was bigger because of
North Carolina closed to six strokes
the quality of the field.
after nine holes in the final round but
by Roy Fuoco

Football
team loses
two coaches

fell badly on the final nine and finished
in fifth place.
"I told them, 'Make them come to
you. If you shoot 295, that's going to
force somebody [a team] to shoot 280 to
282 or 283,'" Wilson said. "I don't think
any collegiate team in the country can
shoot that here. It's too tough."
The Knights shot 299 in the final
round. Arizona, Florida State and
Duke each shot 29,5 which was the low
score of the final round. Those teams
finished second, third and fourth, respectively.
UCF shot the tournament's low
round with a one-under-par 287 in the
second round.
"If we finished in the top three, the
coach would have been happy," Kresge
said. "But we all knew we had the
capability to win it. If we could shoot
right around par, somebody was going
to have to shoot eight or nine under and
that wasn't going to happen. We shot

299 and nobody caught us. That's terrible.
"Coach told us to just come out here
and have a good time. It was just another practice round at Rio," Kresge
said.
Altenhof held a three-stroke lead
over Kresge and Texas' Kyle Jerome
entering the final round. Jerome shot a
75 the final day and never contended.
Kresge gained a stroke on the front
nine. He birdied the 10th and 11th
holes to tie Altenhof and had just one
bogey the rest of the way. Altenhoflost
the lead with bogies on the 14th and
16th holes.
"I didn't know I was leading until I
finished," Kresge said. "I knew I was
close. On the 18th hole I had a birdie
putt and it just lipped out. I thought I
needed it to win."
Alte11hof almost tied Kresge on the
final hole, but his shot from the bunker
missed going in the hole by inches.

Baseball
team hosts
tournament

Staff Report

Staff Report

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCFbaseball team will
UCF defensive coordinator
host
the Pepsi-Burger King
Rusty Russell resigned from
Classic,
which began Monday
the football team last week.
and
runs
through Saturday.
Earlier this semester reThe
Knights
are the defendceivers coach Karl Dorrell left
ing
Classic
champions.
The
the Knights.
Classic
features
Bradely,
CorRussell's departure came
nell and Hardin-Simmons.
less than a week before UCFs
Game times are 1 p.m. and 7
spring football practice was to
p.m. daily. UCF plays its
begin.
games at 7 p.m.
Originally slated to start
The Knights play the HarMarch 19, practice was redin-Simmons
Cowboys toscheduled for March 26.
night,
then
take
on the
Southern Methodist UniBradely Braves Wednesday
versity interviewed Russell
night.
but he has not taken a position
JOI'~ AlvareZICENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
The Knights play Cornell
there.
Thursday
and face HardinRussell left after his first JUST ANOTHER VICTORY
Simmons
Friday.
The final
year at UCF.
Jay Bergman accepts congratulations from catcher Bobby Kiser for the coach's 500th major
of
the
tournament
feagame
He came from Valdosta college victory. The Knights defeated the University of Wisconsin Milwaukee, 6-1.
tures
UCF
and
Bradely
at
7
State University where he
p.m. Saturday night.
served three years as defensive coordinator.
Russell first made his mark
on UCF football when the
Knights played VSU in 1988.
His defensive squad blitzed
play after play, often rushing
· Knights' winning streak at seven games
five defenders.
The VSU defense sacked
needed 14 innings to defeat
by Roy Fuoco
UCF's quarterbacks seven
Michigan
in the first game.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
times en route to a 48-19 vicBobby
Kiser's
double drove in
tory.
the
winning
run.
The
Knight
baseball
Last season Russell helped
In the second game against
team emerges from spring
the Knights to a 7-3 record.
break as a much-improved Michigan, UCF rallied for five
That record include victories
team and holder of a seven- runs in the eighth inning and
over then seventh-ranked Libwon, 6-1. Brandon Turner
game
winning streak.
erty University, Eastern Kenstruck out nine and held
"Once
we
get
rolling,
tucky University.
Michigan
to five hits as he
watch
out,"
Coach
Jay
The Knights also defeated
picked
up
his
first win of the
Bergman
said
earlier
in
the
Russell's former team, VSU,
year.
year.
Ap.d
they
have
gotten
last season.
After a 5-2 victory over
rolling.
Dorrell left the team for a
Wisconsin-Milwaukee·
, UCF
straight
After
losing
two
position at Northern Arizona.
finished
the
week
with
two
·
games
to
Georgia,
the
He came to UCF last year from
games
Saturday.
Knights
rolled
over
WisconUCLA, his alma mater, where
In the first game, the
sin-Milwaukee and Pittshe was a receiver and fourKnights
rallied forfour runs in
burgh
in
the
week
prior
to
year letterman.
the break by a combined the eighth inning to get past
His 108 receptions place
score of 20-3. In fact, UCF the NCAA Division II Manshim second in the all-time
gave
up just 7 runs in the field University MountainBruin record books.
first
five
games of the win- eers, 12-9~ UCF slammed 18
Former UCF running back
hits to counter Mansfield's 17ning
streak.
Robert Ector will act as receivhit attack.
Spring
break
for
the
ers coach during spring pracBobby Kiser and Jim Crone
Knights
began
with
two
big
tice.
each
had three hits, and Mike
victories
over
Michigan
He may be a candidate for
Josephina,
Ernest Martinez,
which
at
the
time
·was
Jorge AlvareZ/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
the permanent job as well.
ranked
21st
in
the
nation
by
Steve
McClellan's
rally
cap
really
works.
The team donned the
Ector served as an assistant
see BASEBALL page 11 cap& Saturday in the eighth and got four runs to win 12-8.
Collegiate
Baseball.
UCF
the past two years after finishing his play for UCF.

Spring break good to UCF baseball

.,

